Hard or Soft?: “C” & “G” Sorting

You can enlarge the pictures for use in your classroom.
soft C

hard C
soft G

hard G
Beginning Sound “G”

great
girl
gum
goose
garden
good
gap
gate
goat
game
gem
gentle
gym
germ
general
ginger
giant
giraffe
gel
genius
Middle & Ending Sound “G”

frog, again, wagon, dig

bug, forget, flag, tiger

dragon, foggy, pigeon, cage

stage, danger, magic, badger

judge, orange, engine, angel
Beginning Sound “C”

- candy
- coat
- clock
- cry
- cold
- car
- come
- cape
- climb
- cake
- city
- cereal
- circus
- cycle
- circle
- cement
- cell
- cent
- celery
- center
Middle & Ending Sound “C”

scream  bacon  acorn  pelican

taco  vacuum  actor  volcano

octopus  popcorn  princess  face

mice  juice  ice  lace

bracelet  pencil  dance  fancy